Branch instructions create barriers to instruction prefetching, greatly reducing the fine-grained parallelism of programs. Branch prediction is a common method for solving this problem. We first present four lemmata in this paper describing the relationships among branch prediction hit rate and system performance, hardware efficiency, and branch prediction overhead. We then propose a branch prediction method called PAM (Periodic Adaptive Method). An abstract model and detailed implementation of PAM are described. PAM's prediction hit rate as measured by 10 Prolog benchmark programs is 97%. When implemented in a superscalar Prolog system, PAM enhances the degree of system parallelism by 68.8%. PAM can be applied to languages and applications other then the Prolog system we used in this study.
INTRODUCTION

Why superscalar processing in Prolog
showed the potential usefulness of Prolog. Prolog can map complex problems into machine code more easily than conventional highlevel languages, and is more suitable for processing the applications of fuzzy logic, natural language, theorem proving, expert system and logic inferencing. The execution of these application programs requires high system performance. There are various forms of coarse-grained parallelism in Prolog, generally classified as AND-parallelism (Degroot, 1987; Lin and Kumar, 1988) and OR-parallelism (Kale et al, 1988; Kacsuk, 1994; Naganuma and Ogura, 1994) . A more refined categorization is shown in Kale (1987) . To exploit as much parallelism as possible for Prolog systems, some researches suggested the integrated AND-OR parallelism. Gupta and Jayaraman (1993) proposed a novel Prolog AND-OR model for shared memory multiprocessor system. This model extends the binding arrays method for OR parallel execution and exploits also the AND parallelism. Gupta and Costa (1994) then combined a new abstract model called composition tree with paged binding-arrays to develop an AND-OR model that supports full Prolog semantics. Ramkumar and Kale (1992a) proposed a binding environment for exploiting AND-OR parallelism that can be used for both shared memory and distributed multiprocessor system. A parallel compiler based on reduced-OR process model and the binding environment was also proposed in Ramkumar and Kale (1992b) . Though lots of Prolog parallel models were proposed, the implementation and bookkeeping overhead still limited the parallel system's speedup. On the other hand, no matter what kinds of parallel models were used, the performance of the uniprocessor is always the key factor in pursuing higher execution speed. Our research team hence devotes a significant potion of effort to study the design of a high performance Prolog superscalar processor. In this paper, we focus on studying the handling of branch instructions in a Prolog superscalar system and propose a new branch prediction method for solving this problem.
Superscalar processing has recently become a popular way to achieve high single-processor system performance. Various superscalar processors have been constructed to improve uniprocessor performance by exploiting instruction level parallelism. It has been noticed that instructional level parallelism can be combined with Prolog's traditional coarse-grained parallelism to get higher system performance. Several researchers, including Gloria and Faraboschi (1992) , Su and Despain (1992) , and our own team of Ma and Chung (1994) have designed Prolog superscalar processors.
In this paper, we study a fundamental design issue in superscalar processing in Prolog: branch handling for increasing fine-grained parallelism in Prolog program execution. The proposed scheme is general purpose, although we used a Prolog system as a vehicle in this research.
This does not meet our goal of speeding a Prolog superscalar processor up by a factor of 3-4. After extensive simulation, we found that branch instructions were limiting the performance of our system. Branch instructions are used heavily to implement the complex control behaviors, such as unification and backtracking of Prolog. The large number of branches greatly reduces the system performance. Unification is a critical function of Prolog; lots of dynamic data-type checkings are required in this function and these checkings are implemented as a multi-way branch, as will be discussed in Section 5.1. On the other hand, by applying global data flow analysis, Von Roy (1990) found that most complex backtrackings in Prolog are deterministic and they can be simplified as a conditional branch. Thus branches can be used to replace most of the backtracking operations in Prolog. Branch instructions stall the prefetching of instructions across basic blocks, which tend to greatly reduce the performance of pipelined processors. In a superscalar system, instructions are fetched, decoded, sent to an instruction issuing unit and then executed by functional units. Branch instructions, however, create barriers to instruction prefetching by changing the control flow of the program. As a result, the instruction fetch unit must remain idle until the branch condition is resolved. Since branch instructions account for 15-30% of the instructions in a program, the superscalar system instruction fetch unit may be halted frequently, greatly reducing system performance.
Branch prediction is a common method for solving this problem. Much research has been devoted to branch prediction and its effect on pipelined processors. In this paper, we intend to concentrate on the influence of branch prediction and its handling on a Prolog superscalar system. Although the result is indeed general purpose, we conduct this research in a Prolog environment.
Paper overview
Four lemmata are proposed in Section 3 that model how the branch prediction hit rate greatly influences superscalar system performance. We study the relationship between the branch prediction hit rate and parallelism in Prolog superscalar processing. We also investigate performance reductions due to branch prediction errors; these include recovery overhead, prediction mechanism overhead and system efficiency reduction.
With this background, we then propose a branch prediction method called PAM (Periodic Adaptive Method), which has satisfactory hardware cost and yields a very high prediction hit rate. Five branch patterns are observed from simulation to evaluate the performance of this methods and three existing prediction methods are surveyed.
In Prolog superscalar systems, branch prediction can also speed up the execution of multi-way branch and dereference instructions. Ten Prolog benchmarks are used to evaluate the PAM in terms of parameters such as the branch prediction hit rate and performance gain. The results of these evaluations are discussed in detail.
In Section 2, we discuss the influence of branch prediction on superscalar system performance. In Section 3, we present four lemmata to model branch prediction and superscalar system performance. Section 4 presents an abstract model of and implementation techniques for the new prediction method PAM. Five branch patterns are proposed to evaluate PAM and three existing branch prediction schemes. Section 5 discusses some elementary operations in Prolog which can also benefit from the branch prediction mechanism and enhanced instruction level parallelism. Furthermore, the applicability of PAM to superscalar systems designed for other languages is discussed. In Section 6, a set of Prolog benchmarks is used to collect simulation data on PAM and three existing prediction methods. The simulation results show that PAM is a useful branch prediction scheme. The effect PAM has on instruction level parallelism is also discussed. Section 7 concludes the paper.
INFLUENCE OF BRANCH INSTRUCTIONS
TO SUPERSCALAR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE Through simulations Lam and Wilson (1992) examined the relationship between program parallelism and the number of instructions that can be issued simultaneously. When a branch prediction method is used, the instructions between a pair of mispredicted branches work like the instructions in a basic block and can be issued together, limited only by data dependencies. The number of instructions between a pair of mispredicted branches is called the misprediction distance. Table 1 shows the relationship between program parallelism and misprediction distance. For each misprediction distance measure, Lam and Wilson computed the harmonic mean of the parallelism. According to their simulations, if no branch prediction is applied, the basic block size (misprediction distance) is only 6.8. The instructions in these short segments tend to be closely related and have many data dependencies; the program parallelism is about 2.14. It is close to the 2.40 speedup we mentioned in Section 1. However, as shown in Table 1 , with branch prediction, one can enlarge the misprediction distance and obtain a much higher degree of parallelism. Johnson (1991) found a close relationship between program speedup and the number of instructions that can be issued together. Johnson used a decoder that decodes two to four instructions per cycle, and drew a graph showing the relationship between speedup and the number of outstanding branches (branches that are decoded but not solved). He found that when the number of outstanding branches is four, the system is near maximum performance. That is, when the decoder rate is two or four instructions per cycle, the decoder can supply a sufficient number of instructions to keep the execution units busy. If, however, we constrain the decoder so that it stops upon encountering a branch instruction (number of outstanding branches is one; no branch prediction) or when less than four branches are encountered (number of outstanding branches is less than four), then the system will eventually be halted by this limitation and system speedup will be limited, because the decoder will no longer be able to supply enough instructions to keep the execution units busy.
In conclusion, branch prediction plays a very important role in the design of today's superscalar systems. A higher level of parallelism depends on the number of instructions that can be issued at the same time and, by relieving control dependencies, branch prediction increases the number of such instructions. Johnson showed that if we wish to issue many instructions together, we must use a decoder that is fast enough and is able to cross several levels of outstanding branches to obtain the maximum speedup. If the branch prediction scheme has a low hit rate, however, the decoder will occasionally decode instructions on mispredicted paths and the effective degree of instruction parallelism will be low. Therefore, a high branch prediction hit rate is essential to a high performance superscalar system.
MATHEMATICAL MODELING AND PERFORMANCE PROJECTION
In this section, we will present four lemmata to clarify and model the relationships among the branch prediction hit rate and system performance, hardware efficiency and branch prediction overhead.
Model and analysis of relationship between branch prediction and fine-grained parallelism
We first formulate the relationship between the branch prediction hit rate and instruction level parallelism. 
Proof, r = 1 means that the predictions are always correct. So when we advance by one level of outstanding branches, the effective number of instructions that can be issued without control dependency increases by L.
When r is less than 1, if no prediction is made (number of outstanding branches is 1; K = 1), the value of A is L. If the number of levels of basic blocks executable = 2 (K = 2), then the effective number of instructions increases by r*L, and the Kth level of outstanding branches increases the effective instruction number by r K~l * L. So if the number of outstanding branches is K, then the total number of effective issuable instructions A is
The value of A greatly affects system parallelism, as shown in Table 1 . If we want to obtain a large A, we must have large K and r. When the value of K increases by 1, the number of instructions in the instruction window increases by L, but only r K "' * L of the L instructions are effective.
The number of run-time active levels of basic blocks (the value of K) is limited by several factors, one very important one being the instruction-issuing mechanism. We assume that the superscalar system has a central window and that the system puts all the decoded instructions in the central window and issues instructions with no data dependency to the execution units. Let the number of entries in the central window (the number of instructions that can be put into the central window, or the size of the central window) be S cw and let the maximum value of AT be A" MAX . Then
The maximum value of K is limited by the size of the central window, and the value of A" at a certain time slice i is K(i). We define the following notation: Proof. The effective number of instructions at time n is A(n), the value of which is shown in Lemma 1 to be
The total number of instructions stored in the central window at time n is S(n) and S(n) •= K(n) * L. So the effective ratio of instructions is:
Lemma 2 demonstrates the hardware efficiency of the superscalar system when K levels of branches are predicted. All of the K(n) * L instructions are executed in the system, and only A(n)/S(n) of them are effective. So the value of A(n)/S(n) indicates the efficiency of the system hardware, as will be elaborated in the next section.
These lemmata show that the branch prediction hit rate r is very important in superscalar system design and performance enhancement. If we want to achieve the same value of A, as shown in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, when the value of r is higher, the value of K can be lower. This means that if we devise a better branch prediction method, K can be smaller, i.e. the size of the central window (Sew) a n d the decoder rate can be smaller. If K is fixed, then there is always the same number of instructions in the central window. In this case, a higher value of r will increase the effective number of instructions (the value of A) in the central window and also the program parallelism. Table 2 lists the impact of r and K on the value of A, as determined by Lemma 1. When the prediction hit rate is low, the increase in the value of A is small even in deep prediction. While when the prediction hit rate is high T A B L E 2. The impact of r and K on the effective number of instructions (90 or 98%), the increase in the number of effective instructions is great.
Model of performance reduction due to branch mispredicrion
The first type of overhead incurred with branch prediction is recovery overhead caused by misprediction. After the execution of an outstanding branch, the system will check whether the prediction was erroneous; if an error is found, the system must halt for several cycles and activate the recovery mechanism to restore system status. The following lemma formally describes this overhead.
LEMMA 3. Assume that the system recovery time of a branch misprediction is E. The average branch instruction recovery overhead (when the dynamic number of levels of execution is K) is:
Proof. We first compute the branch instruction misprediction rate, then multiply it by the system recovery time E. The resulting value is the average branch instruction recovery overhead. When K = 1 (no branch prediction), the misprediction rate is 0; when K = 2, the rate is 1 -r; for K = 3 it is 1 -r 1 ; and for any K, the rate is 1 -r K~x . If we assume the system always executes K levels of code, the average branch misprediction rate is then
and the system recovery overhead is K where / br is the proportion of branch instructions.
•
LEMMA 4. Assume that the branch penalty is P (the penalty depends on the system pipeline design; typical values are 1-3). The average cycle count of a branch instruction is:
L is the size of the basic block. This table shows the correct prediction and misprediction rates for each level of branch instruction. Suppose, as in Lemma 3, the program always executes K levels of code. Then the average branch instruction cycle count is:
[Average prediction hit rate * 1] + [average misprediction rate * (P + 1)]
The branch prediction increases the average cycle count of the branch instructions. As a reference, in a RISC system, this average cycle count is r * 1
Another type of overhead is incurred when branch prediction reduces hardware efficiency. As shown in Lemma 2, the hardware efficiency is reduced to 1 -r K / (1 -r) * K. This is because mispredicted instructions are also executed in the system, thus also consuming registers, cache space and functional units.
Summary of the four mathematical lemmata
The information in Lemmata 1-4 concerning the effects of branch prediction on system performance is summarized in Table 3 . Table 3 shows the effects of branch prediction when the prediction level increases from K -\ to K. Notice that the increase in recovery overhead should be equal to the increase in branch penalty, since these two parameters are the same and both are used to recover the system when a misprediction occurs. So the total overhead of a misprediction TABLE 3. The influence of branch prediction from level K -1 to K
Performance factors Equation
Increase in effective instructions
Increase in system recovery overhead
Branch penalty increase
Hardware efficiency reduction Performance " ( T 1 + recovery overhead,
consists of the recovery overhead and the reduction in hardware efficiency. Table 4 shows the performance results when six branch levels are predicted. If the program's basic block size is 6, then its / br is 1/6 = 16.7%. Suppose the value of E is three cycles (the same as in the IBM RS/6000 system) and the branch penalty is also three cycles. As shown in Table 4 , branch prediction increases the number of effective instructions that can be issued to the central window, while, on the other hand, its recovery overhead also reduces the system performance, as we have pointed out. A high branch prediction hit rate shows its significance in these results: when all six levels of basic block are executed, the system performance reduction for r -97% is about 1/3 times ((100-96.5 %)/(100-90.1%)) the performance reduction of when r = 90% and 1/4.5 times that when r = 80%, and the number of effective instructions is increased by a factor of 1.2 and 1.5, respectively.
An example
PAM FOR BRANCH PREDICTION
In this section, we will first present some interesting dynamic branch patterns we observed in our simulations and use these patterns to evaluate several branch prediction methods. The detailed simulation results are shown in Section 6. A new branch prediction method called PAM is also proposed, it can be used in Prolog and other languages to obtain high prediction hit rate.
Analysis of Prolog dynamic branch patterns
We collect all the dynamic execution results of a branch instruction to form a branch pattern, we then classify all possible dynamic branch patterns into five different categories. In the execution of a branch instruction, there are two possible results: either the branch is taken or it is not taken. In the following discussion, a taken branch is represented by a '1' and a not taken branch by a'0.' 462 R.-L. MA AND C.-P. CHUNG
(1) The Final Test 0(XXXX)00<X)000(X)000(XXXX)00000(X)(X)0(XX)000000(X)00000001 or (2) Exception (only a few cases are exceptions and their occurences are irregular) 0000(XXX)00(XX)00000(X)010000100000(X)000000000000000000 (KKXXK)000(X)000000000(X)0<X)0(XX)0000000(X)0000()001000000 FIGURE 1. Branch pattern of the usually type.
The always pattern: always V or always 7 '
While a branch instruction has two possible execution results, for some branches, only one kind of result is generated. For example, the exception tests (divide by zero, data type checking, equal to zero and declaration limitation checking) cannot be eliminated in a program (although rare exceptions do occur). Another common example occurs in input data type recognition; a control structure such as a case or if statement with multiple branch targets may be used, but for certain batches of input data, the control always jumps to the same target address. For these types of applications, the resulting dynamic branch pattern is very likely to be the always type. Sometimes the compiler also generates redundant branches. Some compilers use macro code expansion to transform the intermediate code into the object code; if no optimization methods are applied later on, many redundant branch instructions will be generated.
The usually pattern: mostly (more than 97%)
V or mostly 7 '
For this dynamic branch pattern, less than 3% of the execution results are different from the usual outcome and this 3% appears irregularly so it cannot be accurately predicted. The first possibility of encountering this pattern occurs in counter test; in this case, only the final result will take a different branch, as shown in Figure 1 (1). The second possibility is the exception test, as shown in Figure 1 (2): only a few branch results will be true in this kind of test, so the probability of branching is low. The exceptions occur irregularly, depending on the dynamic data, and cannot be predicted. The 3-97% criterion is chosen arbitrarily to reflect a relatively high branch prediction hit rate.
The loop pattern
An example of a loop pattern is shown in Figure 2 . Loops in a typical program will generate this kind of pattern. Figure 2 (1) shows the typical branch results of (1) Hanoi Tower (9 rings> 1111111110010011001001110010011001001111001001100100 0011100100110010011111001001100100111001001100100111 1001001100100111001001100100111111... (1); any kind of pattern of conditions may appear. In both cases, the patterns are periodic and very regular, so a branch prediction method can be developed to predict these branch patterns accurately.
The recursive pattern
In Prolog programs, recursive constructs are used extensively, so we must try to predict their branch behavior. Figure 3 
The random pattern
A remaining portion of the branch outcomes are random and there seems to be no reasonable method for predicting them. Any prediction method achieves only a low prediction hit rate. We shall group these patterns together and refer to them as the random pattern. One example of these patterns is shown in Figure 4 (1): the branch conditions are irregular. This example is a branch in the quick sort program; the branch direction is dependent on the input data, thus it is difficult to predict. Another example is shown in Figure 4 (2). The pattern is still irregular, although there are some locality characteristics in this pattern. By locality, we mean that some short, regular patterns may appear in the dynamic branches. In Figure 4 (2), the patterns '111111' and '010101' occasionally appear in the branch. Thus we should still be able to predict the branch behavior using the locality characteristics.
PAM
The adaptive model and periodic characteristics
for branch prediction Figure 5 shows an abstract model of the adaptive method of branch prediction. U(x) is the content of bit number x. M bits of branch history from the u(n -m + l)th to the «(n)th branch outcomes for the instruction are used in the prediction algorithm to obtain the prediction value u(n +1). When the branch condition is resolved, let the actual branch results be u{n 4-1). The difference between the prediction and actual results is an error value e(n + l), it is sent to an adaptation algorithm to modify the prediction method parameters. This model uses the difference between the predicted and actual results to guide modification. This procedure trains the prediction algorithm, adapting its parameters to produce increasingly more accurate results. Figure 6 shows some periodic characteristics of the branches. Let us save the branch results in a shift register and assume that the «th bit of the shift register stores information that is n steps before the current input. For example, as shown in Figure 6 (1), when the time stamp is 4, bit 3 stores the data at time stamp 1. So if the branch takes on a periodic pattern, a certain bit in the register will store the information that indicates the branch result. In Figure 6 (2), the period of the pattern is 5, so bit 5 is always equal to the branch result and the result can be predicted reliably. Drawing on the adaptive and periodic characteristics of the algorithm and branch pattern, we present in the next subsection a branch prediction method called PAM.
The abstract model of PAM
The prediction mechanism of PAM takes into account the periodic characteristic and the dynamic profiling, and an adaptive mechanism is used to modify the information kept in prediction mechanism. Figure 7 shows the PAM model derived from Figure 5 . The history register is a shift register that shifts in bits representing recent branch history results. A boundary condition is used to determine whether periodic characteristic or dynamic profiling takes control:
1. If the branch history pattern is regular, periodic prediction method controls prediction. 2. If the pattern is irregular, dynamic profiling controls prediction.
After the branch condition is resolved, adaptive mechanism uses the actual branch result to modify the information in the prediction mechanism.
The design and implementation of PAM
The implementation of PAM is shown in Figure 8 . There are four major components: the branch history register, the weight for each bit, the prediction mechanism (a compactor and a counter) and a result adaptation mechanism. When a branch is encountered, its recent history is loaded into the history register and the weights are loaded with the number of consecutive correct predictions for every register bit. The weight is a counter used to record the number of consecutive correct predictions of a certain bit. Each bit has its own weight. Thus a bit with the highest weight value has had the greatest number of consecutive correct predictions and we can use it to predict the next branch result. A boundary condition is then used to choose between periodic prediction or dynamic profiling. For example, if the boundary value is 3, then only weights with values greater than 3 can be used in prediction. If no weight is greater than 3, it means the branch history pattern is irregular, thus dynamic profiling is chosen and all register bits sent to the counter, where a majority of bit states provide the outcome prediction. On the other hand, if more than one of the weights has a value greater than the boundary value, the period-based prediction method is used. As illustrated in Figure 6 (2), if the branch results show a regular pattern with a period of K, then bit K will always yield correct predictions. Thus the n-bit register and the n weights can be used to record this information from period = 1 to period -n and if the period K is less than n, then the branch prediction will always be correct. In this implementation, the weight values are sent to a comparator and the bit state with the greatest weight value is used to predict the incoming branch. So, if the pattern is predictable, the period-based prediction method is applied, and if the pattern is irregular, the dynamic statistical method of the n most recent results is used.
After the branch condition is resolved, the actual branch result is used to modify the value of the weight. The adaptive algorithm is based on the following rule: if the status of the selected bit is equal to the branch result, then the value of the corresponding weight is incremented; on the other hand, if the bit status is different from the branch result, the weight value will be reset to zero. These adaptive weight values are then used for future predictions.
Design parameters and execution algorithm of PAM
Next, we describe the PAM prediction scheme in detail, after first defining some system parameters:
1. The number of history bits: this number determines the hardware cost and the prediction hit rate, so it should be selected carefully.
The boundary weight value: if all weight values are less
than this value, it indicates that the branch pattern is unpredictable, the dynamic profiling should be used.
The PAM algorithm may be stated as follows:
The prediction algorithm:
1. If no weight value is greater than the boundary value then count the number of l's in all the branch history bit; > = n/2 (n is the number of total history bits) then predict '1'; else predict '0'; or 2. Take the bit status of the bit with the highest weight value as the prediction.
The adaptation algorithm:
Compare the value of each bit in the branch history register against the actual branch outcome:
1. if the bit value is equal to the branch outcome then increment the weight value of this bit; or 2. reset the weight value to zero.
Evaluating PAM with the dynamic patterns
We first evaluate PAM with the five dynamic patterns proposed. For the always and usually branch patterns, PAM yields a prediction hit rate as high as that of any other method. For loop patterns, if the number of history bits is greater than the period of the pattern, then the predictions will be correct throughout; if it is less than the period, the prediction hit rate still satisfactory. Although recursive branch patterns, such as that shown in Section 4.1.4, do not repeat regularly, a period-like characteristic still exists, PAM's periodic prediction mechanism can be used to predict these branch patterns well. These results are further discussed in Section 6. Some random branch patterns, such as that shown in Figure 4 (2), often consist of many short regular patterns. When a short regular pattern recurs, PAM can predict the next branch properly and the prediction hit rate is generally high. Finally, for random patterns with no recurring short sub-patterns, PAM can at least use dynamic profiling to predict the branch outcome, which seems to be the only useful method that applies in such cases.
Survey of several branch prediction methods
Profiling
Profiling is a widely-used static branch prediction method, in which the compiler pre-runs the program using typical input data, and after computing the number of taken and not-taken results, selects the more likely control path as the prediction value. Scientific programs have behave invariantly, so profiling is adequate. For input-data sensitive languages or applications, on the other hand, profiling does not perform satisfactorily. Prolog programs are non-deterministic and their dynamic behavior is difficult to profile, so a static method such as profiling cannot be usefully applied. So, profiling is not a good choice, if we want to obtain a very high prediction hit rate for most applications in Prolog superscalar systems.
The branch target buffer (BTB)
The BTB is a widely-used dynamic prediction method that employs a finite state machine to predict branching outcomes. Finite state machines generally cannot predict dynamic branch behavior well because their state transitions are fixed, making it difficult to predict all branches correctly. In typical simulations such as those by Lee and Smith (1984) , BTB performance is very similar to that of profiling, so its prediction hit rate is not high enough for superscalar processing. BTB can predict loop control (the loop pattern) and branches that have locality, but in more complex situations, BTB is not 
Two-level adaptive branch prediction (TLABP)
Yeh and Patt (1992) provided a new branch predication method called TLABP. It is an enhanced dynamic method based on profiling and the BTB, which is complex and has a very high hardware cost, but which yields a high prediction hit rate. This method records the dynamic execution patterns of the branches, uses these branch patterns to index an entry in a pattern table, and then uses a BTB-like method to update the entry and predict the result. Thus when a branch pattern occurs again, the branch result can be predicted correctly. As shown in Figure 9 , TLABP uses an n-bit branch history register (in the implementation shown here, n = 12) to record the historical pattern of a branch. All of the patterns can be mapped onto their corresponding locations in the pattern table (2" entries * 2 bits). Two bits of each entry are used to predict and update the branch result. When a branch instruction is encountered, the n-bit historical pattern will be used to address an entry in the pattern table, the 2-bit value of which is used for prediction and then, together with the executed branch result, computed in a 2-bit finite state machine to obtain a new prediction value for the next prediction. The implementation in Yeh and Patt (1992) used a large pattern table (2   12 entries * 2 bits) to obtain a 97% prediction hit rate for the SPEC benchmarks.
Predicated execution
Predicated execution (Pack and Schlansker, 1991 ) is a technique discussed widely in recent years for handling conditional branches. Its execution model is shown in Table 5 . When a branch is encountered, predicated execution fetches and executes both possible execution paths. After the branch result is available, the instructions on the invalid path are squashed. To implement this model, predicated execution handles instructions based on the value of a Boolean operand called the predicate. This Boolean predicate is to be set or reset by its corresponding branch instruction. When the predicate is true, the associated instructions are executed normally; and when the predicate is false, the associated instructions are treated as a no_op. Table 5 compares the predicated execution with branch prediction. We first compare the execution efficiency of these schemes. As shown in Table 5 , predicated execution fetches all the alternative basic blocks to its system. Thus the effective ratio of instructions after an unsolved branch is 50% (because one of the two basic blocks is invalid). While branch prediction fetches only the basic blocks on the predicated path. With the same example, the effective ratio of instructions with branch prediction is r, where r is the branch prediction hit rate. The value of r can be at least 80, 90 or even up to 97% according to our simulation results in Section 6. So the execution efficiency of branch prediction is much higher than that of predicated execution for realistic prediction hit rates is Recovery overhead (squash the invalid instructions)
high. Another difference between predicated execution and branch prediction is the recovery overhead. The prediction error incurs recovery overhead in branch prediction; Lemma 3 demonstrates that effect. As for the predicated execution, it squashes the invalid instructions and has no other recovery overhead. Branch prediction has a much higher execution efficiency but incurs extra recovery overhead than predicated execution, as show in Table 5 . If branch prediction has a high prediction rate r, its efficiency is enhanced and overhead is reduced, then it behaves better than predicated execution.
Another problem with predicated execution is the applicability. To implement predication execution, the system must redefine its instruction set. Special hardware and compiler supports are also required. IMPACT (Chang et al., 1991) , an experimental superscalar system developed at the University of Illinois, supports special hardware mechanisms for predicated execution. It proposes a 128 * 2 bits register file for predicates, 25 predicate instructions and a special compiler for this system. While branch prediction also needs extra hardware support, it can be applied in any processors without special compiler support. So branch prediction has a much higher applicability. However, due to the fundamental differences of predicated execution from those of dynamic branch prediction, we review and analyze predicated execution here only for the reference purposes. In the following, we will not discuss this method any further.
PAM FOR PROLOG AND OTHER LANGUAGES
Prolog characteristics and branch prediction
Different from other languages, Prolog has some special characteristics and features. Some instructions other than branch may create execution-flow barriers in a Prolog program, and branch prediction mechanism can also be used with them. In a Prolog machine, multi-way branches and dereference instructions can also benefit from this prediction mechanism. Dynamic data-type checking is an important feature of Prolog. The data types of variables in Prolog are bounded at run time, thus frequent dynamic data-type checking is required. Warren (1983) designed a switch on_term instruction to handle dynamic type checking. In our implementation, a multi-way branch instruction is defined for this purpose. Five different data types are defined in Prolog: constant, list, structure, unbounded variable and bounded variable. A multi-way branch instruction may branch to five different destinations depending on input-data type, thus creating a branch barrier. As the simulation results in Section 6. (Table 6) show, the multi-way branch count is almost the same as that of branch. Therefore, we should also apply branch prediction to multi-way branch instructions to eliminate the barriers created by multi-way branches and enhance the instruction level parallelism of Prolog programs.
Another type of Prolog instruction that may alter execution flow and which can be predicted is dereference instructions. The data in Prolog programs are always represented by pointers, and before a data item is processed, it must first be dereferenced; if the data type is a bound variable, then the dereference instruction accesses the memory again to obtain its data type and real value. If a datum is not a bound variable, then the dereference instruction does nothing. Warren (1983) showed that these operations are frequently encountered in Prolog programs. Section 6 shows the enhancement in system parallelism gained by applying the prediction mechanism to dereference instructions. There is a fundamental difference in predicting dereference instruction outcomes, however. If an instruction is predicted to require no dereferencing, then the program continues executing the subsequent instructions, but if it is predicted to require de-referencing, then execution halts until the memory access has been completed.
PAM achieves high prediction hit rates when applied to multi-way branches and dereference instructions, and the performance gains from predicting these is significant. Related simulation results will be presented in Section 6.
Applying PAM to other languages
Different schemes employ different hypotheses, theoretical bases, and implementations to predict the outcome of a branch instruction. PAM's design is based on the periodic characteristics and dynamic profiling of branch instruction behavior. Any language (such as FORTRAN and C) having these characteristics can also benefit from PAM. In Section 4.2.5, we evaluated PAM with all of the dynamic branch patterns proposed. These dynamic branch patterns are also found in most languages, and PAM can work well in these languages:
1. Loop and recursion are common control structures in many computer languages. The branch history patterns of these control structures show a periodic characteristic, as discussed in Section 4.2.3, PAM chooses the bit with the largest weight to predict the branch outcome and will get high prediction rates with these branch history patterns. 2. As discussed in Section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, always and usually patterns also appear frequently in branch instructions. This is due to exception test, data-type recognition, counter test, redundant branches, etc. PAM's prediction hit rate for these branch types is as high as those of other methods and are all over 97%. 3. If the branch pattern is not one of the four discussed above, then we say it exhibits no regularity at all. However, PAM can cope with even these irregular random patterns by applying adaptive dynamic profiling. Note: 100%, 97%: 100% includes the all branch instructions, and 97% includes only those branch instructions for which at least 3% of the results are irregular, as compared with the usual outcome. Yeh and Patt (1992) evaluated profiling with SPEC benchmarks and showed an average hit rate of 91%. PAM also predict irregular branch patterns by applying dynamic profiling, thus its prediction rate is the same as that of profiling in such cases. While for the branch patterns that have periodic nature, the periodic prediction mechanism predicts more accurately than profiling. So PAM should outperform profiling when used with SPEC benchmark programs.
Base on the design philosophy and the evaluation patterns that we have discussed, the branch prediction method PAM can be applied to other computer languages.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF BRANCH PREDICTION METHODS
Benchmark programs and the simulation environment
Ten benchmark programs are used which represent typical Prolog applications. The first five are CKT, a circuit simulator; DB, a database query program; EXPERT, an expert system program for automobilediagnostics; NLP, a natural-language parsing program; and PARSER, the parser of our Prolog compiler. Concate, Fact, Hanoi, Queen and Map are the other five benchmark programs used in the Berkeley PLM and BAM benchmark sets. Branch prediction results from the various methods are generated and collected by a Prolog compiler, a superscalar Prolog simulator SPS and a branch prediction simulator. These benchmark programs were first compiled by the compiler; their object codes were then executed on SPS to obtain their superscalar system performance. The dynamic branch behavior of all branch instructions were collected by SPS. These data were then simulated on a branch prediction simulator to get the branch prediction results.
Simulation parameters: the '100%' and '97%' branch patterns
Each program produces two sets of simulation results, the '100%' and the '97%' results. The first of these is the prediction hit rate for all the branch instructions, and the second counts only the prediction hit rates of those branches in which at least 3% of the branch results are irregular, as compared to the usual outcome. The reason for using the second set of data is explained below. As mentioned earlier, the always and usually branch patterns have extremely high prediction hit rates, and inclusion of these results in our analysis would blur the significance of this study. The prediction hit rates of the always and usually patterns are all the same in each method, so excluding these two patterns from the analysis allows us to clearly identify the prediction ability of each method. Table 6 shows the number of dynamic occurrences and occurrence ratios of branch and dereference instructions. On average, 6.32% of the branches, 6.36% of the multiway branch instructions and 3.08% of the dereference instructions do not access memory; 15.76% of the dynamic instructions created barriers to exploitation of fine-grained parallelism. If we apply an advanced prediction method, such as shown in Section 6.3, PAM correctly predicts about 97% of the branch and dereference instructions, which greatly reduces branch and dereference barriers. The '97%' dynamic counts of multi-way branches account for only about one-third of the total number of multi-way branch instructions and the '97%' dynamic branch counts account for only onehalf of the total number of branches. That is, too many always and usually patterns are found in Prolog programs. Thus, the performance differences between the prediction methods may not seem significant. Nevertheless, a smart compiler can be designed to reduce the number of always patterns and the differences in the prediction hit rates of the different methods will then become apparent.
6.3. Performance evaluation of branch prediction schemes 6.3.1. Prediction rate and overhead Table 7 shows the simulation results for the different branch prediction methods. The prediction hit rates of TLABP(12) and PAM(24) (where 12 or 24 is the history register width) are both 97%, and those of profiling and BTB are only about 91%. If the branch prediction level is 6 and the size of an average basic block is 8, from Lemma 1, PAM(24) yields 44.5 effective instructions and BTB yields only 38.4 for the same architecture. The PAM(24) provides about 16% more effective instructions than profiling or BTB, which indicates that a better prediction method is important in a superscalar system design.
From the '97%' column of the table we observe a significant fact. If we ignore the always and usually patterns of all branches, TLABP(12) and PAM(24) still render high prediction hit rates of about 93%. By contrast, profiling and BTB, prediction hit rates are reduced to only 72.6 and 68%, respectively. So the prediction ability of these two methods is poor, and the overall high prediction hit rates of these two methods are due to an excessive number of always and usually branches.
Table 7 also shows the overheads for different schemes. PAM and TLABP are both advanced branch prediction schemes, and have high prediction accuracy; thus, the hardware cost is higher. On the other hand, profiling and BTB are less sophisticated and less accurate. Some analysis is given below:
1. Profiling pre-executes the program, and predicts the execution path with higher hit probability for that branch instruction. So, profiling has a pre-execution overhead. 2. BTB, TLABP and PAM are dynamic branch prediction schemes; they all require two types of extra hardware: the information storage and branch prediction mechanism. These branch prediction schemes store several bits of information for each branch. This branch information is to be used by prediction mechanism to predict next branch result of that branch instruction. In common implementation, BTB uses 2-3 bits per branch instruction for this information. TLABP and PAM store n bits of information for each branch instruction, where n is the number of branch history bits. The value of n varies in different implementations, as shown in the following. Hardware costs of branch prediction mechanisms are discussed as following:
a. One common implementation of the BTB uses a counter as the finite-state machine. Thus, BTB's overhead is the cost of the finite-state machine. b. PAM's hardware overhead is O(n), where n is the number of the branch history bits. PAM and TLABP both record branch behavior with history bits, and the number of history bits has a strong influence on prediction hit rate. For each history bit, PAM uses a 4-bit weight register to record the number of consecutive correct predictions. An nbit comparator and an «-bit counter are used to predict the branch result. Table 7 shows the prediction hit rates for PAM from n -12 to 48. Based on these numbers, we chose PAM(24) in our implementation. The hardware cost of PAM (24) is a 24-bit history register, a (24-bit * 4) weight register, a 24-bit comparator and a 24-bit counter. The performance enhancement by PAM(24) in a superscalar system is shown in Section 6.3.2. c. By the way of comparison, TLABP uses a pattern table with 2" entries to store the states of all the nbit branch patterns. Thus TLABP's hardware cost is 0(2"), where n is also the number of the branch history bits. Yeh and Patt (1992) implemented TLABP with n = 12. So the hardware cost of TLABP(12) is a 12-bit history register, a (2 12 * 2 bits) pattern table, and a 2-bit finite-state machine. Both PAM(24) and TLABP(12) have prediction hit rates of 97% in Prolog benchmarks, and both have a higher hardware cost. Table 8 shows the prediction hit rates for all the branch and dereference instructions. The prediction hit rates for the dereference instructions are uniformly high, so their dynamic conditions seem regular and easy to predict. On the other hand, the prediction hit rates for the branch instructions are lower, and TLABP and PAM provide much higher prediction hit rates for branch instructions than profiling and BTB do, especially for the '97%' column of branches.
Parallelism enhancement in Prolog by PAM
In Table 9 , we show the enhancement in instruction parallelism that results from incorporating the PAM(24) branch prediction method into a superscalar system. A degree of parallelism of 2.40 is achieved by an RL2N8 superscalar system model, this is a system with register renaming, two load/store units and eight functional units, but no branch prediction unit. When we added the PAM(24) branch prediction unit and used it to predict the branch instructions, the execution parallelism jumped to 3.00, an increase of 25%. Furthermore, when we used the branch prediction mechanism to predict the multiway branch instructions as well, the parallelism increased to 3.85, for a total gain in parallelism of 60.4%. When we used PAM to predict the dereference instructions as well, the parallelism increased to 4.05, for a total gain in parallelism of 68.8%. We thus conclude that a good branch prediction method can greatly enhance overall system performance, and an increase in superscalar system performance of 4.05/2.40 = 168.8% is likely with moderate machine parallelism. In summary, all these different branch prediction schemes can be applied in different systems and/or applications. In the early stages of their development, superscalar processors did not support any dynamic prediction schemes. Today, modern superscalar processors, such as the Intel Pentium, DEC Alpha and IBM Power PC, all use BTB for dynamic branch prediction. In these powerful superscalar processors with ample computational power, BTB yields inexpensive hardware cost while effectively enhancing resource utilization. As we have shown in Lemmata and simulations, the branch prediction hit rate will greatly influence hardware efficiency and system performance. With the progress of VLSI technology and computer system techniques, having a branch prediction scheme with high prediction accuracy will become more important with each passing day.
T A B L E 9. Execution parallelism versus branch prediction in an RL2N8 superscalar system 
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